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BRONZE BEAUTIES
Today’s savvy travelers stay away from the sun’s harmful rays — a far cry from the popularity stirred
by Coco Chanel’s first intentional tan in the ’30s. If it’s the cocoa color you crave, but the sun you
shun, try sunless tanning.

With light creams, bronzing powders, and user-friendly sprays, you’ll look like you spent time
in the tropics. Here’s how eight of today’s best tanners colored our world.

FO R T HE F ACE : 
L’Oreal Sublime Bronze Self-Tanning Face Towelettes The perfect travel buddy, these 
pre-moistened towelettes are specifically for delicate facial skin. Each single-use wipe has just the 
right amount of self-tanner, vitamin E, and gentle AHA derivatives for a streak-free, mess-free tan 
($10, lorealparisusa.com).

Red Earth Bronzing Potion A lightweight drape of color that blends seamlessly into a sun-kissed
shimmer. Choose a formulation for light, medium, or dark complexions, and add to your moisturizer
(try a half-half mixture) for a subtle hint that you’ve been beach-bound ($26, ulta.com).

Pixi Bronze Lustre Dust on this silky powder wherever the sun shines — the nose, forehead, and
apples of the cheek. The three-in-one compact (brush included) adds luster with an all-over face
bronzer, matching cheek color, and shimmering brightener for brow bones, cheeks, and eyes ($35,
sephora.com).

Too Faced Caribbean in a Compact Let them wonder if it was a tropical paradise or a run down the 
slopes that left you sun-kissed. This tiny mirrored compact has the perfect mix for a golden glow 
(minus the orangey ick), and is available in Sun Bunny and a new shade, Snow Bunny. ($25, 
toofaced.com).

BO DY BEST S:
Cellex-C Bio-Tan A true advance in sunless tanning. With such a “within the skin” glow, you’ll
look like you actually spent time in the sun. This oil-free gel is also rich in natural elements,
including walnut extract, nature’s own self-tanning agent ($110, cellex-c.com).
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Neutrogena®
Build-a-Tan™
Neutrogena®
Build-a-Tan™. Natural-
Looking, Even Color.
Learn More!
www.neutrogena.com
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Clinique Body Self-Tanning Mist Tired of touting tell-tale orange palms or missed-a-spot streaks? 
This spray is your savior, thanks to its ease of application, a lightweight formula, and fast-set tan 
time. Mist on, rub in, and go ($17, clinique.com).

Peter Thomas Roth Natural Looking Self-Tanner Soothe your skin with chamomile, aloe vera,
macadamia nut, and shea butter while you achieve the realistic, golden bronze glow you’ve been
craving. It’s sun without burns, streaks, grease, or scent ($28, peterthomasroth.com).

Jergens Natural Glow Daily Moisturizer Too nervous to go out in public with a sudden change of
color? Jergens’ lightweight formula is a daily moisturizer with oomph that lets you get gradual color
over a period of several days (it takes 3 to 10 days with daily applications to develop a tan). And
the look is worth the wait ($7, jergens.com).— BY CHERYL FENTON

SILVER CHARM
Three years ago, two young Mexican-American entrepreneurs made the decision to bring Cintli, their
family jewelry making business, to Seattle. Sergio Cueva and Beto Yarce began by selling their
handcrafted pieces at fairs, festivals, and open markets in the Northwest. Their hard work paid off —
they recently opened a shop at the famous Pike Place Market.

Cintli was established in 1989 near Guadalajara, Mexico. Fashioning jewelry out of silver is a
time-honored practice in Mexico; the creative art of metal-working often spans many generations. The
boutique offers seasonal jewelry collections, pairing silver with materials such as wood, leather,
stone, and glass. Elegantly coupling harmonious settings and shapes, Cintli’s octagon sterling
silver bracelets, blue-glass stud earrings, and mosaic pendants reflect a contemporary take on the
Mexican tradition of creating fine silver jewelry.

Find Cintli at Pike Place Market, Pioneer Square, and Peridot in Seattle, or shop online at 
cintli.com.

BEAUTY, NATURALLY
Since its launch 15 years ago, Origins has established itself as a beauty and wellness brand that 
celebrates the connection between human nature and Mother Nature with unique skin, bath, and 
body products. 

A new collection, Dr. Andrew Weil for Origins, features specially formulated topical and 
ingestible products that help the health conscious attain optimal skin wellness from the inside out. A 
combination of mushrooms, herbs, and spices take center stage in products like Mega-Mushroom 
Face Serum and Mega-Mushroom Supplement. Try Nite-trition Restful Sleep Supplement on your 
next redeye flight, and arrive at your destination with calm and vibrant skin. 

Dr. Andrew Weil (author of Spontaneous Healing) has devoted himself to developing, 
practicing, and teaching the principles of integrative health. A match made in heaven? So it would 
seem. 

To learn more about the philosphy behind the Dr. Andrew Weil for Origins line of products, or 
to find an Origins counter near you, go online to origins.com.
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BONNE AFFAIRE
It’s possible to enjoy Paris even if your French is barely passable. But to go to the City of Lights
and not know where to shop? Quelle horreur! A new guide will have you seeking out some of the
most exceptional shopping in the world.

Paris Shopping Companion (Cumberland House) has been updated to help travelers make the
most of what Paris has to offer, no matter their budget. The book is organized to encourage shoppers
to explore the city’s colorful districts, or arrondissements. From couturiers and eponymous design
houses (Chanel, Hermès, Christian Dior) to unique boutiques selling perfume, accessories, antiques,
and other fine goods, no purveyor is overlooked. Maps, tips for shopping in Paris, and an insider’s
take on every shop mentioned add excellent value.

Paris Shopping Companion was written by Susan Swire Winkler, an avowed Francophile and
former writer for fashion bible Women’s Wear Daily, with Caroline Lesieur, a VIP personal guide and
native Parisian.
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